Police expect smaller crowd for Halloween

By Bill Crew
Staff Writer

Carbondale Police Chief Ed Hogan said he is expecting a smaller crowd of costume "young people to roam The Strip" this year, than did on the Halloween event last year.

Hogan estimated last year's crowd at about 12,000.

Hogan said last year's crowd—from which about 120 people were arrested for violations ranging from disorderly conduct to theft—was the by-product of some unique circumstances.

"Last year we had a combination event," Hogan said. "We had Halloween, Homecoming and a Bob Dylan concert all on one weekend.

However, Hogan said he is concerned about the possibility that 16- and 17-year-olds may make South Illinois Avenue on Halloween weekend one of their last drinking sprees before the legal age to drink beer and wine is raised to 21 on Jan. 1.

Hogan would not comment on whether or not extra officers would be put on duty at night or on the weekends, but he said Carbondale police "will do whatever it takes to suppress the consumption of liquor on South Illinois Avenue."

"It is not true if Carnival, '79 will be a success, but we hope the celebration may make the police's job a bit easier."

"It would really help us out a bit," Hogan said. "This is the first time the city is doing it, we hope it will be a success."

Only 34 applications received

Halloween student workers get new title, duties

By Mary Ann McNulty
Staff Writer

Since the Office of Student Development was hit by a reduction in services, officials have decided to change the name and job responsibilities of the workers.

Thomas R. Allen, assistant director of the Office of Student Development, told the 27 students who attended an orientation meeting Tuesday evening that the student workers will now be called "Halloween Helpers."

There were not enough students to continue efforts to work out a program with the security and Carbondale police, Allen said.

"But we didn't want to say no to you who did take the time to fill out the applications," Allen said.

The OSD and Undergraduate Student Government had proposed hiring student workers to help the police supervise crowds at the Halloween events planned on South Illinois Avenue Saturday night.

Allen said he hoped to get about 50 applications for students to work.

"When we got only 34 applications, we began to reconsidet, now who are those people (who applied)," Allen said.

Of the 34 applicants, 14 were freshmen, four sophomores, four juniors, nine seniors and two graduate students, according to Allen.

"We were certainly concerned for the safety of those going into the program for the first time," Allen explained.

"Could we have a program with half of the leaders going into this for the first time?"

The "Halloween Helpers" will be responsible for helping clean up the area that is within a short distance from a booth. Allen said. Another job responsibility for the student workers is to ask people who are on roads near booths to get down, according to Allen.

Surveys show an increase in student attendance at the event, he said.

The workers will not be responsible for trying to stop people from fighting or from stopping those who may be causing trouble, Allen said.

"You should try to identify the very few students who are cause trouble and then find police officer to tell them," Allen said.

A related story-

Placement Council has most active year

By Jacqui Kozeczek
Staff Writer

Last year's job recruiting season for college graduates closed with a 17 percent increase in job offers at the bachelor's degree level.

The increase is an indicator of one of the most active years in the 18-year history of the college Placement Council's job market survey.

The engineering, computer science, and business-related fields were especially strong, with engineering specialties accounting for 81 percent of the total number of job offers at the bachelor's degree level.

The survey is based on data from 152 colleges throughout the country, including SIU-C.

The results are indicative of college graduate hiring trends from September 1973, through June 1975.

Recruitment of engineering graduates topped both the past year's figures and last year's, which were considered to be boom years in the engineering market.

Electrical engineering was highest in demand among engineering recruits, followed by mechanical, chemical, and civil engineering.

Survey data showed that the most active disciplines of engineering were mechanical, chemical, civil, and electrical. Business-related fields were especially strong, with accounting specialties accounting for 81 percent of the total number of job offers at the bachelor's degree level.

In September, another good indication is the hundred percent increase in student attendance at the event, he said.

In the business-related fields, strong demand for accounting was especially popular with job recruiters. Business disciplines comprised 35 percent of total job offers last year, with accounting graduates representing more than one-third of that share.
City opens railroad conference

By Conrad Staats

About 90 people from city government and state transportation departments, the federal highway administration and engineering firms began discussing their transportation systems and plans Wednesday morning at the opening of the 4th National Urban Railroad Relocation conference.

Representatives from all 14 cities that were selected by the federal government to develop railroad relocation demonstration projects over the next few years convened at the Holiday Inn for the two-day session sponsored by the city of Carbondale.

Carbondale Mayor Hans Fischer, in opening the conference, told participants, "The project here in Carbondale is vitally important to our future." Fischer said the inter-relationship of Carbondale's railroad relocation plans and inner-city development plans was critical to the city's progress.

"All of our development projects are linked," Fischer said in explaining that the use of a federal building which is almost completed and a planned hotel-convention center will be enhanced by the railroad relocation plans.

Carbondale's project, which calls for degrading the train tracks 30 feet, building a new railroad terminal relocating 60 businesses and homes, will cost $9.7 million, according to Eldon Curnell, Carbondale's project director.

Richards, project coordinator consultant for the brownsville, Tex., project, told conference members that the meeting should provide a channel for communication between project coordinators and that status reports on various railroad relocation projects will familiarize planners with each other's problems.

Representatives from each of the 14 cities presented a status report on their projects during the meeting and early afternoon sessions.

Dan Dos, deputy director of programming staff for the Illinois Department of Transportation, suggested the conference members "look in depth at the cost efficiency of their projects."

The "biggest and best" isn't always the way to build, Dos said.

James Beamam (left) of Brownsville, Tex., project supervisor, and J.J. Williams of Fort Worth, Tex., engineering program manager with the Federal Highway Administration, admire a model of the depot phase of the railroad Relocation Project.

---

City 'booked' with events for weekend

By Mary Ann McNulty

With four conferences, a volleyball tournament, a basketball game, an eight-team tournament, women's team meet and Halloween goings on in Carbondale this week, hotel and transportation reservations are heavy.

Hotels in Carbondale are booked up through Saturday, according to reservation clerks. Air Illinois added an extra service to some airports leaving Carbondale on Sunday, according to Mike Mitchell, manager of tariffs and passenger sales for the airline.

Kroeff said the airline has had "very heavy loads" all month, the result of O'Park flight attendants.

The Holiday Inn's 140 rooms in Carbondale are booked up through Saturday, said Deb Saunders, assistant bookkeeper. The Holiday Inn is the site of the 4th National Urban Railroad Relocation conference, which ends Thursday. About 100 people registered for the conference.

The Region 5 Citizen Participation Council, last conference will be held at the Holiday Inn Friday afternoon and continue through Sunday afternoon. About 250 people are expected for this conference, according to Joma Valentine, a council member.

The Ramada Inn is the site of the Illinois Department of Labor's Department of Securities conference, which was held Thursday. According to Ramada's Roberta Westmore, the conference was canceled because the conference registrants.

A group of Consolidation Coal Co. officials and United Mine Workers are also holding a safety meeting at the hotel Thursday until Friday.

Several athletic teams are also staying at the Ramada, according to Kevin Hostetler, hotel clerk. Hostetler said some people said they were coming in Wednesday. All of the hotel are filled through Saturday night. Hostetler said West Moster's 80 rooms are booked through Saturday night, according to Linda Noyes, reservation clerk.

Hostetler said she was sure some room reservations were for Halloween goers. A few athletic teams are also staying at the hotel.

Travelers' officials said there was no way of knowing whether trains would be filled.

---

STICKER MULBERRY

Business Sponges 200 ct. Bag

"Walgreens"

THE SHOPPERS CENTER

Beauty Sponges w/ coupon thru 10-25-79 1.78 1.29

Walgreen's Cribbage Baby Lotion or Oil 1 oz. w/ coupon thru 10-25-79 1.97 .99

Flax Anti-Dandruff Shampoo 12 oz. w/ coupon thru 10-25-79 .59 .29

Oral B Toothbrushes w/ coupon thru 10-25-79 .99 ea. 2 for 1.69

Colgate Toothpaste 9 oz. Sugar w/ coupon thru 10-25-79 .80 .69

Dove Bath Soap (whites) w/ coupon thru 10-25-79 .63 2 for .99


Lyso Spray 18 oz. w/ coupon thru 10-25-79 2.79 .99

Florida Grapefruit Juice 6 oz. can w/ coupon thru 10-25-79 .83 .59

Hefty Foam Plates 25ct. 9 in.

Our Policy: Each advertised item is subject to sales tax. Due to the various sales, prices are subject to change. Please check for sales. Prices quoted are good while supplies last. All prices are in U.S. Funds unless otherwise noted in the ad. All items are on a "First Come, First Serve" basis unless specifically otherwise noted in the ad. Some restrictions may apply, please check with store or manufacturer for more information.
FAA refuses to disclose results of plane crash investigation

By Leanne Watson
Staff Writer

The Federal Aviation Association completed its investigation Tuesday of the crash-landing of a four-passenger plane parked by an SIU-C student. However, an FAA spokesman declined to tell the National Transportation Safety Board’s responsibility to determine the cause of the accident, which occurred Sunday night.

“Our job is to find out what the circumstances were, so our only cause could be determined by a later time,” said Wayne Dunham, the FAA safety inspector who conducted the two-day investigation.

Dunham would not disclose either the results of the investigation or when he would submit his report to the NTSB.

Dunham said the NTSB, based in Washington, D.C., will make the final determination of whether the crash-landing of the Cesna 172 Skyhawk near the Effingham Airport was due to pilot error or plane malfunction, which could make it difficult. The role of the FAA in investigating airplane crashes is one of “fact gathering” for the NTSB. “The board determines the cause,” Dunham said.

The plane, which was carrying four SIUC students, was descending to land at the Effingham Airport when the pilot stopped functioning at 4,000 feet, according to pilot Mitchell Kaufman, senior in electrical engineering; John Inoui, sophomore in Cinema and photography; David Owen, junior in agriculture; and Mike Cummins, senior in electrical engineering. Two students and John Inoue, who were flying the plane, left the plane.

They then were on their way to the Southern Illinois Airport when the crash occurred.

The plane reportedly bobbled several times and eventually came to rest in a field about 1,000 feet beyond an Effingham road.

“It may have been a mechanical error rather than a pilot error. Everybody got out with no injuries and that’s the good news,” Dunham said.

(Continued On Page 16)

NEW YORK AF-Surgeon removed the shah of Iran’s gall bladder Wednesday after finding that his gall bladder was healthy, as ordered by the shah on his return from Europe.

Shah’s gall bladder removed

News Roundup

Pat Greathouse, UAW vice president, commented Wednesday in Peoria during a break in contract negotiations with Caterpillar Tractor Co.

But Greathouse refused to say how many days’ notice the union would give the firm. But he did say it would be more than three days notice provided in rules for contract bargaining.

Murderer may get death sentence

KANAKEE, (AP) — Prosecutors probably will seek the death penalty for Monroe Lampkin, convicted of the interstate slaying of two policemen in a case in the death penalty for Monroe Lampkin, convicted of the interstate slaying of two policemen and a third man a source close to the prosecution said Wednesday.

Prosecution and defense attorneys met with Circuit Court Judge Luther Dearborn to try to work out details of the sentencing procedures for Lampkin, 43.

Lampkin, of Union Pier, Mich., was found guilty Tuesday of the slayings April 7.

In closing arguments Tuesday, the prosecution depicted Lampkin as a man bent on "mass, senseless and cold-blooded murder." The defense said he was a well-respected family man.

Chemical company may be reviewed

CHICAGO (AP) — Velorex Chemical Corp., embroiled in a multi-million-dollar suit from a chemical disaster in Michigan, appears to be facing into another federal investigation of allegedly hiding evidence that two of its pesticides may cause cancer.

U.S. District Judge George N. Leighton on Wednesday refused to bar re-opening the investigation into the pesticide allegations.

Six months ago, Leighton dismissed an indictment in the pesticide case against six of the firm’s present and former officers because he said federal prosecutors had abused the grand jury system.

Hood appointed First Circuit judge

By Ella Reilly
Staff Writer

Jackson County State’s Attorney Howard Hood will assume duties as a judge in the first Circuit Court Thursday after being appointed to the position Wednesday by the Illinois Supreme Court.

Hood was appointed to succeed recently-retired Judge Emmet Holmes. Who was scheduled to retire Monday.

"I am very grateful, to the court," Hood said. "And I hope to justify the court’s confidence.

Though Hood has been appointed to the post, he will be required to wait up to three years before his appointment is confirmed in 1956.

The Jackson County Board will appoint Hood’s successor to the state’s attorney office. He who must be a licensed attorney and a member of the hood political party, which is Democratic.

Hood said that “more than likely” the County Board will appoint one of three present assistant state’s attorneys: Bruce Strong, John Clemens or Bill Schwartz. All three have announced earlier they would run for state’s attorney in 1960.

Williamson County State’s Attorney Robert Hovargan was also appointed judge of the First Circuit court.

PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
THE WAY TO SAVE

CALL YOUR
SIU EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION
1217 W. Main St.
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
457-3595

ON SHARE
Accounts

6.5%
Conservatism endangering SIU-C

The first time I ever set foot on the SIU-C campus they were building Old Main. I knew at that time that SIU-C was dying a slow death of a cancer called conservatism. Originally I felt it could all be righted. I had found it growing very well in the stadium, in the student government, in the undergraduate leadership, SIU-C, the best-known liberal University in the Midwest. I was one of those so-called state students, who were, one would say, almost healthy, student leadership, and Student Development. The threats were always their long awaited revenge for SIU-C's acceptance of conservative students that the University was trying to get into student power positions. McCarthyism, and Richard Nuncio are examples of this. Are you ready for what this philosophy means to the students of SIU-C?

Future Don't be fooled by fast talking leadership that will tell you that the opposition to conservatism is chaos. Being liberal is really caring about others first. With the help of your student attorney, I tried to get the students' interest on Halloween, and your student attorney told me to mind my own business. As an alumni, SIU-C students will always be my business, like it or not! But being blackcapped for daring to speak out against the conservative conspiracy to destroy tradition, custom, and patriotism, I can do. I hope liberal students will not get into student power positions. McCarthyism, and Richard Nuncio are examples of this. Are you ready for what this philosophy means to the students of SIU-C?

Busing not answer

The Chicago school system is not faced with a plane suicide for desegregating its schools. Supposedly, the desegregation law is designed to amend the inequalities that exist in the quality of education between white schools and black schools. However, by busing improves the quality of education in black schools? No. It will merely put it in the right hands of children to a poorer education while giving some of the black children an opportunity for a better education. They have every right to that opportunity, but so do all children, black and white. Busing does not raise the overall level of education, it just shuffles around those who are being educated.

In a bus system, teachers have strong resistance from communities that don't want their children shipped off to inferior white schools in uninviting neighborhoods. Violence usually results, and students end up missing school because of riots and refusals. It is doubtful that mixing white and black students in such a manner will lead to better relations and understanding between them.

The problem of inequalities in our educational system is a very serious and difficult one. However, desegregation by means of busing is far from being the best possible answer.

Martin Leich Senior, Design

Mass transit needed

I am one of the many students who transformed SIU-C, hoping to find a mass transit system in Carbondale. To my surprise, neither the University nor the city operates a bus service.

Curiously, I asked why we don't have it. I was told that the administration showed interest, but that the jaundiced attitude of the students toward it made the administration, with that of the trustees, jump to conclusions.

Art-finally is my judgment that this time the year may make a change for the better, service very urgent, doesn't it?

Emmanuel Udoqu Graduate, Political Science

Cinema Group folds

We, the Expanded Cinema Group, are writing to apologize and express appreciation.

We have regretfully decided to cease our film series for two months. Our members have felt the time has come to publicize and organize each showing by including other offerings—school, teaching, research. Second, we are doubtful that we have raised the necessary money necessary to "break even," especially since the administration has not given us a core of supporters. We hope that other people will make an effort to make a similar effort to do this.

Fred Marx Graduate, English

The Economy

The economy in a city is the total output of goods and services produced by the city's residents, plus the income earned by residents who work outside the city. The city's economy is also influenced by the number of businesses and industries located within the city. The city's economy is also influenced by the number of businesses and industries located within the city. The city's economy is also influenced by the number of businesses and industries located within the city. The city's economy is also influenced by the number of businesses and industries located within the city.

Plus-minus grades will enhance student-teacher relations

By Jacqui Kozak

Staff Writer

A plus-minus option is being considered among the faculty at SIU-C. Professors are weighing the pros and cons of adding plus and minus values in an opinion poll that will be collected Friday.

While the polling of faculty views is not unusual, the president has described it as necessary to induce a change in the shapeless bureaucratic options. In other words, it wants change. What is most important is that change has the potential to make academic life little easier for teachers and more equitable for students.

In short, the proposal is a refinement of the present grading system by the addition of plus and minus values to the end-of-term letter grades.

The numerical grade point average which has been used at SIU-C is based on a grading system which assigns numerical values to grades. This system is considered to be outdated because it is not sensitive to the differences in grading standards among different institutions. There is a need to make the grading system more sensitive to the differences in grading standards among different institutions.

Arguments against the institution of the plus-minus option are based on the argument that the system is too complex and takes too much time to implement. Opponents say, according to a study conducted by the American Council on Education, that the system is too complex and takes too much time to implement. Opponents say, according to a study conducted by the American Council on Education, that the system is too complex and takes too much time to implement. Opponents say, according to a study conducted by the American Council on Education, that the system is too complex and takes too much time to implement.

Arguments in favor of the plus-minus option are based on the argument that the system is too complex and takes too much time to implement. Arguments in favor of the plus-minus option are based on the argument that the system is too complex and takes too much time to implement. Arguments in favor of the plus-minus option are based on the argument that the system is too complex and takes too much time to implement.

Any student, regardless of work performance quality, is at risk of being penalized under a plus-minus system. An A-minus is 2.3, a B-plus is 3.2, and a C-minus is 2.7. A student with a B-minus is considered to be a "B+" student, which is not necessarily given rise to an A in this case. Not only does the nature of an optional plus-minus policy fail to promote the grading system, it is in fact the policy's finest attribute—those who don't agree, don't have to conform. They simply go about their grading business in the manner they feel most comfortable. It is not often that University policy lends itself to this type of flexibility.

The introduction of a plus-minus option at SIU-C is the brainchild of two liberal arts assistant professors who contend that adoption of the policy will alleviate some of the aggravating border line cases. The point, as other teachers c-e-d in the Chronicle, is that many situations arise each semester in which there is a qualitative and measurable difference between the performance of, for example, a B-minus student and an A-minus student. Yet grading is rewarded with an umbrella letter grade of B. The plus-minus system would reward the measure of student work performance. Instead of choosing from among five broad grade categories, teachers can choose from a range of 16 grade values.
Storm warning system coming to Carbondale

By James G. O’Connell

Storm warning system coming to Carbondale

Service Coordinator Randy Jackson said the seminar was to encourage principals and administrators to formulate their own plans for disaster safety. These plans include stickers to be posted in classrooms outlining procedures, along with special procedures for the elderly and handicapped.

Placement Council has active year

(Continued from Page 1)

According to Richard Gray, career counselor for the College of Business Administration, the eight top accounting firms in the country will be interviewing students on campus this fall.

By James B. O'Connell

By James B. O'Connell

Service Coordinator Randy Jackson said the seminar was to encourage principals and administrators to formulate their own plans for disaster safety. These plans include stickers to be posted in classrooms outlining procedures, along with special procedures for the elderly and handicapped.

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The House has approved a new standby gas rationing system "FIRE BEST IS GETTING BETTER"

THE BEST IS GETTING BETTER

We're celebrating our anniversary with a touch of class.

Classy care takes the floor, Wednesday through Sunday at Jim Peltz, Vogue Motors, with the help of the first class menswear and the Quality Award for the holidays at our gain fashion show for the entire family. Up to $30,000 in savings... more than you can imagine... fine jewelry... and don't miss our exhibits featuring the finest merchandise University Mall has to offer.

MON SAT 10-9 SUNDAY NOON 5-30

university mall

ROUTE 13 EAST CARBONDALE
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Time After Time' indictsv violence

By Jarnae Gold
Staff Writer

In 1912, sociologists foresaw a "sang" of the future. All
would live in peace, money would not be important and life
in general would be very pleasant. What would happen if
someone came from that era and saw what was really
goin' on?

"Time After Time" explores that possibility.

The plot basically shows H.G. Wells, played by Malcolm
McDowell, chasing Jack the Ripper. It is a skillfully
weaved plot by David
Warner, from 1895 into 1979 through the use of Wells' time
machine.

When Wells finds Jack in San Francisco, they talk about the
differences between 1895 and

Terry Talbot concert slated

Terry Talbot, a contemporary
Christian musician, will be
performing at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in Student Center
Ballrooms C and D.

Talbot became involved in
music after he was lead
singer of the Chicago area wi.'h:
the Chad Mitchell Trio, a folk group
popular in the 60's. Later, Terry
joined forces with his brother
John Michael to form Mason
Proffitt. Talbot has performed
folk guitar with rock and roll
and gained a considerable
national following.

With Mason Proffit, Talbot
recently appeared on the
Warner Bros label. One of
the group's most successful songs
was "I'm Scared "

In 1975, Talbot and his brother

Final play highlights evening

Editor's Note: The last
part of this article was
written by the editor of
"Time After Time." The
review is of a review,
which is a review of the
review of "A Night at the
Eagles" by Purdue Daily
Egyptian. All stories were
handwritten.

"Telmah," written by John
Reps and directed by Daniel
Hinzsch, was the best play of the
evening. A hilarious musical
production, the style combined
with the superb acting of the cast
kept the audience laughing. 

Although there were times
during the evening when the
action was a little slow, the
three student plays were en-
joyable and worth more than
the other admission cost.

A Review

John Pearson's excellent
portrayal of a playwright who,
although he is not the greatest
producer of the play, kept
targing unto the stage and
engaging the audience. The entire
content, including Paul Robertson,
Tammara Sykes, Mary Linn
Snyder-Swanon, Rusty Ayers and
Michael Wells, was brilliant.

There are many funny
dances during the film, especially
once Wells meets Jack. Some of
McDowell's lines are hilarious,
such as Jack asking himself
just before he asks the driver to get
him somewhere "as fast as possible.

Wells" girlfriend, Amy
Rubins, played by Terry
Steenenburg, tries her best to
initiate him to the 20th century
and does a good job. So even
learned how to drive.

McDowell attained fame in
Stanley Kubrick's "A Clock-
work Orange," but having trouble getting good roles since
then. This is a good
bet to get him back on the track.

SPC FILMS

THURSDAY "Comanche Station"
Starring Randolph Scott & Nancy Gates

FRI./SAT. Woody Allen's "Interiors"
Starring Diane Keaton

All films shown in Student Center Auditorium

Student Dinner Concert Series

New York Vocal Arts Ensemble

Monday, October 29, 1979

The Student Center invites you to attend this year's
Student Dinner Concert Series, sponsored in conjunction
with Southern Illinois Concerts Inc. The Series offers a
daily show in both the Old Main Room and a classical con-
cert in Shryock Auditorium.

Dinner: 6:30-7:30p.m.
Concert: 8:30p.m.
$5.25 Buffet and Concert
$4.95 Buffet only
$1.50 Concert only
1. Museum offers ‘walking tour’

By Sandra Pepe

“Art does not have to be confined to the walls of a museum. It may be found outside the gallery, in public buildings, and even in the courtyard of trees.”

The SIU-C University Museum and Art Galleries issued a brochure detailing a “walking tour” of works displayed in various areas of the campus.

The brochure sets the beginning of the tour at the north end of the Arts and Sciences Building — the University Museum. At the entrance to the museum, an auditorium stands a 16th-century stone Hindu temple carving. A steel Whalaker gate, designed by Francis Whitaker and Donald Cola, stands next to the Hindu carving at the entrance to the north gallery of the museum.

The courtyard on the second floor of the north end of Faner contains steel forms fashioned by L. Brent Kirtzton, a sculptor from Carbondale, and former SIU-C students Jerome Bloom and Dan Deas, displayed in various areas of the campus.

The brochure continues to the Student Center, where a cast aluminum mural by Dina Velina is displayed near the Post Office. Velina, previously attended SIU-C Light sculpture of Floto by Guy B. Hughes, a graduate of SIU-C, is displayed in the International Lounge, and Thomas Walsh’s nine piece sculpture titled “Come Erase Variations” can be seen to the right of the auditorium on the second floor. Walsh is a professor of art at SIU-C.

There are many more art works in Morris Library in the second floor Humanities division. Pablo Picasso’s “The Sculptor” is displayed there, as is a self-portrait of American sculptor Leonard Baskin displayed as a wood block print. "Becoming—The Blank Slate," by French sculptor Antoine Bourdelie and a woodcut print by American artist Alexander Calder titled “Redell De Fume” can also be seen on the second floor.

Another stop on the tour is the Communications Building. Near the entrance to the University Theater is a brochucr cast fashioned by Raymond Duchamp-Villon.

The campus contains many examples of art, both inside buildings and outdoors. All viewings are free and can provide enjoyment for those willing to take advantage of the displays.

Brochures describing the tour may be obtained at the University Museum and Art Gallery as administrative offices, Finer 240.

2. ‘Interiors’ featured as weekend film

“Interiors,” Woody Allen’s first dramatic effort, will be presented by the Student Programming Council Friday and Saturday. The weekend will be a “Comanche Station.” a western starring Keith Carradine and two films by Werner Herzog, “La Souffrante” and “Beethoven-A Madman.”

“Interiors” concerns an ultra-successful Long Island family and the problems encountered in dealing with the mother of her neurons. The cast is comprised of Diane Keaton, E.G. Marshall, Geraldine Page, Maureen Stapleton, Mary Beth Hurt, Sam Waterston, Richard Jordon and Kristin Griffith.

“Comanche Station,” a western drama, which was produced and directed by Bobo Boccellone. It tells the story of a woman who loves her husband and a group of desperados.

3. Concert ticket lists abolished

Ticket lists will no longer be necessary. Sponsored by the Student Programming Council and according to John Scott, Councils Committee chairman.

Numbers that are distributed about an hour before tickets go on sale, and only those with official numbers will be allowed to purchase tickets.

Scott said the policy change was brought about because ticket lists for Talking Heads started before tickets were announced. “The big problem is that tickets start before the advertizing appears, so not everyone knows tickets are going on sale,” Scott said.

“But it certainly won’t happen again.”

4. Beg your pardon

It was incorrectly reported in Wednesday’s Daily Egyptian that the SIU-C Symphony Orchestra’s first concert would be held Thursday. The performance will be held Thursday.

5. TERRY TALBOT

IN CONCERT

Thursday, October 25th 7:30 PM
Ballrooms C&D S.I.U. Student Center

FREE ADMISSION
"JEUS MUSIC CONCERT"

originating member of MASON PROFITT

COLLEGE BOWL 79

Match your wits against other students in College Bowl, "The Varsity Sport of the Mind." This exciting team competition emphasizes quick recall and rapid analysis.

Questions range from algebra to sociology with an emphasis on the liberal arts. Entry is free! Certificates and prizes for the competitors. Also, 2000 worth of scholarships for winning team members. Applications are due October 25 at the Student Center.

Origins: College Bowl is sponsored by Student Organization Presidents. Resident Halls and the Student Center’s second floor administrative office.

All teams consist of four full-time SIU students with a maximum of two graduate students per team.

For more information call 549-7197.
State official lauds SALT II as progress for arms control

By Conrad Stasavage
Staff Writer

J. Kenneth, a member of the State Department's Planning Policy Staff, expressed a unanimous
favorable impression of the SALT II treaty as "what the treaty, in...United States."

In his point-counterpoint presentation co-sponsored by the Student Programming Board and the United Nations Association of Southern Illinois, Holom described the nuclear weapons race as "costly, dangerous, and unforgiving." The problem is finding a way to put curbs on the growth. His solution: "SALT II does...significant restraint of the Holum." Holom said that the treaty provides equality with greater predictable outcome and continuity with the Soviet Union in nuclear arsenals.

The treaty will help preserve a stable balance with the Soviet Union in military area and will "improve our ability to monitor and control Soviet forces," he said. "No arms control treaty is worthwhile if it can't be policed," he added. "Enforcement will be accomplished not on the basis of faith, but by our own capabilities to monitor."

Approval of the treaty will strengthen the United States' relationship with its NATO allies by further showing the commitment of the United States to peace in Western Europe, he said. The treaty would also "avert the process of placing restraints on nuclear weapon proliferation," Holom said. "In the absence of nuclear restraint, the proliferation could go on indefinitely. National survival itself could hang in the natural balance."

In reluctant opposition to the treaty, Melvin Nathanson, a mathematician professor at SIU-C, contended that the three major arms control agreements were not deterred by the SALT I treaty. Reduction of tension, red lining of arms and reduction in the amount of money spent to produce weapons, he said, had not occurred. SALT II could preserve a land, he said. Regional conflict still abound, Nathanson said. An artificial reduction of arms has occurred because The United States is trying to match Soviet weapons quantity with United States quality. Consequently, the United States is spending more money than ever on the defense budget, he said. "If the Russians are for SALT II, there has to be something wrong with it. We don't trust them. How can we tell them we are testing their missiles with 16 warheads or 20 warheads and 10 or 10 warheads and 10 or 10 warheads?" he asked.

Holom rebutted Nathanson by saying that concerns about trusting the Russians is unfounded. Holom said that the Russian people, like the child burned at the stove, know what it's like to lose 30 million people in a war. The Russian people deter nuclear holocaust as much as the child detests the stove, he said.

Search begins for volunteers to work at SIU's blood drive

By Cindy Hampeley
Staff Writer

A recent Red Cross blood drive kick-off meeting began the search for volunteers to help with the Nov. 15 to 17 campaign. Representatives from student organizations and firms picked up volunteer sheets at the meeting Tuesday night. Volunteers will work two hour blocks.

"If you can't donate blood, volunteering to help with the bag assembly, can't-mit, escorting donors and taking temperatures is a good way to serve the drive," Patty Sundquist, coordinator of the Operation of Volunteer Effort, said. The Missouri-Illinois region of the Red Cross blood services provides 250 to 300 pints of blood per day. The goal of SIU-C's drive is 1,300 pints.

There are no drives during the holiday season, so "by the Monday after Thanksgiving, we'll be bone dry," said Jeanette Habibis of the Red Cross. The goal of SIU-C's drive is 1,300 pints.

Registration tables will be set up around campus starting Nov. 1.

"It's good to register to donate up to two weeks in advance of the drive," said. "It helps us know how many drives are going on."

Volunteers covering the registration tables have already been obtained by Arnold Air Service. 80 people have signed up to volunteer. 50 volunteers each day are needed to help with the Bloodmobile work, Sundquist said.

Community volunteers will help the Red Cross and provide the canteen supplies. "We're looking for food donations from local restaurants, a local pastor and Licensed Practical Nurses and dental professionals to help with transportation," Sundquist said. "There would be an organizational meeting for the student volunteers."

Anyone interested in donating items to the blood drive should contact Sundquist at the Office of Student Development on the third floor of the Student Center.

TRASH TRASHED

News-Sentinel service (AP)

A 101-year-old tradition was shattered at Yale University on Monday when Anne Gardner Perkins took over as editor-in-chief of the Yale Daily News.

Attention All Recognized Student Organizations

Money bids are now being accepted for any recognized student organization that wishes to man the Student Senate Election Polls.

Packets available, USO offices, 3rd floor, Student Center

All bids will be due by Friday, November 2 in the USO office.

For further information, please contact Kellie Watts, Election Commissioner at 536-3381 or 549-7720.
New state park planned for Kinkaid

By Conrad Stamps
Staff Writer

The plans for a new state park in southern Illinois on land surrounding Kinkaid Lake have been announced by David Kenney, director of the Illinois Department of Conservation.

According to Bruce Clark, Planning Division Head of the IDC, the plans call for a "low-key sort of development tuned to a primitive experience." Trails around the 9,000-acre, 15-mile lake will be easily for backpacking and equestrian enjoyment.

Kenney said at the Conservation Advisory Board meeting in Carbondale's Student Center Ballroom D.

Cecil Partee guest speaker for banquet

By Donna Scoggins
Student Writer

Chicago City Treasurer Cecil A. Partee will speak at the annual Jackson County NAACP banquet.

The annual banquet will also feature the presentation of a humanitarian award and gospel music at 7 p.m. Nov. 17 in Student Center Ballroom D.

Partee was minority leader of the Illinois Senate in 1974-75 and president and majority leader of the Senate in 1975.

Carbondale's director of human resources, Robert Stalls, will present the award for his service to the city.

He has served as president of the Jackson County NAACP, chief administrator and director of the Model Cities program and as superintendent for adult education at SIUC.

Stalls has also been a member of the Board NAACP, has asked buyer for Illinois and as education officer for adult education.

Partey is currently the director of the Illinois Department of Conservation.


to the best in Illinois in water quality, Kenney said.

According to Broce, the water quality of Kinkaid Lake has been "improved over the years.

The lake is a polluter, but the work of the IDC has made a difference in the water quality.

Park last week that plans for the park should be completed by 1977.

A three-way agreement between the Illinois Division of Water Resources, the IDC and the Reed Creek-Kinkaid Lake Conservancy District has to be reached before the park can be established, Clark said.

The land, which is owned by the DOWR, the U.S. Forest Service and the conservancy district, would have to be transferred to the IDC.

Kenney said at the Conservation Advisory Board meeting in Carbondale's Student Center Ballroom D.

Cecil Partee guest speaker for banquet

By Donna Scoggins
Student Writer

Chicago City Treasurer Cecil A. Partee will speak at the annual Jackson County NAACP banquet.

The annual banquet will also feature the presentation of a humanitarian award and gospel music at 7 p.m. Nov. 17 in Student Center Ballroom D.

Partee was minority leader of the Illinois Senate in 1974-75 and president and majority leader of the Senate in 1975.

Carbondale's director of human resources, Robert Stalls, will present the award for his service to the city.

He has served as president of the Jackson County NAACP, chief administrator and director of the Model Cities program and as superintendent for adult education at SIUC.

Stalls has also been a member of the Board NAACP, has asked buyer for Illinois and as education officer for adult education.

Partey is currently the director of the Illinois Department of Conservation.

Pumpkin Carving Contest

Bring in your carved pumpkin before Judging Wed., Oct. 31-3 p.m.

First prize: $25 gift certificate

Window Painting Contest

Inquire at Bookstore
Main Office for details
Judging Wed., Oct. 31-3 p.m.

First prize: $25 gift certificate

FREE Have your face made up Friday, Oct. 26 and Wednesday, Oct. 31, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Theater make up done by professionals

university bookstores
536-3321 STUDENT CENTER

Ahamed's 45c off Fantastc
Falafil 55c off
Factory Sunday only
405 S. Illinois

"Original Home of the Falafil"

Happy Hour's
3-5 p.m.
Polish Sausage,
Fries & a Coke
$1.00

Coupon Redeemable on
Monday, Tuesday & only
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Sickle cell anemia trick or treating is social project for SIU sorority

By Cindy Pope
Student Writer

While many SIU-C students are dressing up for costumes for the Halloween weekend, the members of Delta Sigma Theta sorority are preparing for the occasion a little differently.

For the past ten years, the Zeta Chi chapter of the sorority has set up a "trick or treat for sickle cell anemia" program.

The national organization and local chapters initiate a sickle cell drive every year, said Shirley "Bunny" Cullins, president of the SIU-C chapter. "This year, the Halloween is unique to our chapter.

The program is coordinated by Deborah Collins, social project chairwoman. The chapter is "Celebrating Ourselves" will be the theme of a program from 7 until 10 p.m. Thursday at the Wesley Community House, 815 S. Illinois Ave.

Musicians, poets, singers, and dancers will share their talents in words and music. The program is designed to provide a break from the routines of studies, jobs and housework and to provide a time to get to know new friends.

The program is free. No reservations are necessary.

"Safety must pay"
Engineer tells of injury costs

By Dale D. Chandler
Student Writer

Many times an employee receives a paycheck larger than from workmen's compensation than from workmen's compensation.

For this reason, the position of safety engineer is important to companies. According to Edmund Dorner, associate professor of safety at Illinois State University, speaking at a meeting for the 25th chapter of the American Society of Safety Engineers at SIU-C recently, "The cost of being idle is much greater than the cost of being on the job."

Program planned to provide break in student routine

"Celebrating Ourselves" will be the theme of a program from 7 until 10 p.m. Thursday at the Wesley Community House, 815 S. Illinois Ave.

Musicians, poets, singers, and dancers will share their talents in words and music. The program is designed to provide a break from the routines of studies, jobs and housework and to provide a time to get to know new friends.

The program is free. No reservations are necessary.
**Expert says all forms of energy should be used**

By Diane Passer

All potential sources of energy, including nuclear power, solar energy, coal and other areas need to be developed in concert with increased conservation of natural resources, said a well known energy expert.

Joshua Friske, physics professor at the University of Waunakee, West Germany, spoke to a group of about 20 early this week on "Our Energy Situation, Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow." The talk was sponsored by Sigma XI, the Society for Scientific Research.

Friske, 41, said that all energy resources should be tapped to meet future needs, even though many groups protest the safety of nuclear power or the economic feasibility of solar energy.

"Energy production in the future will be more diverse, more expensive and will take up more space," Passer concluded.

He compared the per capita energy consumption in Germany with the United States and the worldwide use. While the average American consumes 400,000 kilowatt-hours per year, the average American uses 40,000 kilowatt-hours per year.

Friske said that a law was recently passed in Germany that requires all private homes to have solar energy use to be reduced to four kilowatt-hours per day and that Americans would be well advised to strive for this figure as well.

Friske said that the 55 mph speed limit in the United States is not as efficient as people think. He said that the Italians have imposed a more sensible practice of limiting large cars to about 80 mph and small cars to about 55 mph. Friske said that large cars run most efficiently at higher speeds, while small cars run most efficiently at somewhat lower speed.

Friske will also give lectures in Windsor, Canada, and the University of Pittsburgh, where he completed graduate work on atomic collisions relative to upper atmospheric pressure.
Survey confirms SIU-C students’ sexual experiences are increasing

by George Greenstone

Student Writer

According to the Knock’s top 40 song, “Some folks will, some won’t. Some say they need a lot of money....” Some SIU-C students say they will and others, like, but most don’t have to because a four semester study in Psychology 307 revealed a high rate of sexual experience among college students.

Thomas O. Mitchell, associate professor of psychology, said the objectives of the survey was to see if SIU-C students hold the same sexual attitudes and behavior of college students reported in the studies conducted before 1970.

Participation in the in-class questionnaire survey was voluntary and the anonymity of the respondents was guaranteed. The response rate in the class of 100 students was over 80 percent.

Generally, findings from the semester’s class corresponded with those of the three previous semesters. The percentage of college students engaging in sexual acts increased steadily every semester. Eighty-nine percent of the men said they had engaged in sexual relations. Fifty percent of both men and women have their first heterosexual experience between the ages of 17 and 19, and the experience is usually a steady rate, according to the survey. The majority of the class said they preferred exclusive heterosexual relationships 92 percent for the men and 94 percent for the women.

Hiking, music highlight park season’s end

The Giant City Interpretive Center continues this weekend.

On Saturday there will be a 10 p.m. at the center. There will be a bluegrass jam session at 3 p.m. at the Interpretive Center Amphitheater followed by 6 p.m. by a bluegrass and old time music program.

There will be a one-hour moderate hike on the Indian Creek Nature Trail beginning at 10 a.m. on the trail entrance sign. There will be a rugged geology hike on the Giant City Nature Trail starting at 2 p.m. at the trail entrance.

This will be the last weekend of the regular Interpretive program for the season.

WIFE THEFT PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — A woman who has been tried for stealing her husband and won $20,000 and the case will help protect the family’s property in America.

The best friend’s lawyer termed the decision as “something out of the Dark Ages.”

Another category was the heterosexual who had had homosexual experiences. This category included 14 percent of the men and 1.5 percent of the women.

Less than 3 percent of both sexes classified themselves as bisexual with an even smaller percentage classifying themselves as exclusively homosexual. Compared to national averages, these figures are lower than other studies.

According to the study the class’ perception of changing traditional beliefs is fairly consistent with those of students nationwide. More than half of both the men and three-fourths of the women did not agree that virginity is important in a prospective mate.

The belief that a woman is ruined after becoming sexually experienced is on the way out. Mitchell concluded from the findings. Although the double standard does still exist, the time is closer to having the same standards for both sexes, he said.

Reasons for not engaging in sexual relations have changed from others and morals in fear of pregnancy and the effect it will have on a future marriage Mitchell said.

In contrast to earlier studies that indicated Midwestern men had less sexual experience than their brothers nationwide, findings from the class study indicate Midwesterners are not any less experienced than the whole.

The majority of both men and women believe that both sexes get the same amount of pleasure from sex; 86 percent of the men and 92 percent of the women. The remaining 40 percent of the women thought that men receive more pleasure and 48 percent of the men thought the same.

According to Mitchell, approximately 55 percent of the students who took part in this study will be in a non-marital relationship.

Mitchell said the survey is used in the classroom learning experience.
GREAT PUMPKINS — With the weather taking a sudden turn toward winter, frost will certainly be on the pumpkins this Halloween. Nancy Elliott, sophomore with an undecided major, seeks out the perfect pumpkin for Bowyer Hall.

For what it's worth

We're handing it to you straight. We've been doing it for over 50 years.

At Vanity Fair, we're specialists in engagement rings. Our staff of expert gemologists are very discriminating when helping you choose a ring. Nothing but the finest.

And the nice part is that you can enjoy Vanity Fair diamond rings at a price that averages 50% lower than anywhere else. That's right — 50%.

That's more, we want you to be 100% happy with your ring. So, if for any reason you decide to return it within 30 days, we'll give you a full refund.

Send for our free diamond catalogue for a complete idea of the stones and settings you can find at a 50% savings.

Or, better yet, visit our showrooms at 85 E. Washington in Chicago.

And next time you're thinking of "browsing" at some rings, think of Vanity Fair.

and then some.

Let us show you how. Send for our free catalogue.

SALE

Reduced Entire Stock Down Vests &
Down Jackets

25% OFF

FALL THIS COUPON TODAY

VANITY FAIR

1021 W. Touhy Ave.

Call or Mail Today.

VISIT Woolys'S

Cross Country Ski Booth
Fri. & Sat. Oct. 26th & 27th

Experienced skiers from St. J
Touch Of Nature Center will
show a slide presentation and
answer your cross country skiing
questions.

Big Savings on
Cross Country
Ski Package

Dovre no-wax skis with 167" wide, 75mm ratation binding Rolly stop #512

Reg. 89.95

Ski Bindings #2006-75mm

Reg. 72.00

Cane Ski Poles

Reg. 18.95

Full Grain Leather

Touring Boots

Reg. 39.95

TOTAL 150.85

SALE

-REDUCED- Downed Vests Down Jackets

99.88

-90%- SPECIAL

99.88

Complete Package

Lay away now for Christmas

Woolys'S SPORTS

UNIVERSITY MALL

457-6131
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Credit Union offers employees new disability income plan

By Kelley Davis
Staff Writer

A new disability plan for employees not covered by the state retirement system's disability plan is being offered by the Credit Union in conjunction with Personnel Services.

According to Joseph Yusko, director of University Risk Management for Personnel Services, the Credit Union Disability Income Plan is for employees who have worked for the University less than two years. Yusko said they are not covered by the University's regular disability plan.

"New employees have to work two years before they are eligible for University benefits, and then they may even elect not to join," Yusko said. "They can opt out for three more years before they are required to join and it may be five years before they have any coverage."

Yusko said the new plan will allow for $400-a-month payments for one year if the employee is disabled, and payments up to five years if the employee is disabled because of an accident.

Payments begin after the 31st day of disability and semi-annual premiums are determined by age.

Yusko said qualifications for joining the plan require the employee to be under 55 years of age, be an actively working member of the University and be a member of the Credit Union.

"It is a way of providing benefits not offered by the state retirement system," Yusko said. "We're trying to attract new members to the Credit Union. A year or two is not intended to be the last answer—it's a small plan for employees who do not have anything." Yusko said the plan will also help employees who have worked for the University less than 10 years and are not entitled to large benefits for disability.

"We want the employees to perceive their need," Yusko said. "We're encouraging them to consider the plan very carefully, it is not that great but it is better than not having any plan at all."

Lecturer says SALT II beneficial

People are not worried about nuclear war because they know the U.S. will retaliate if Russia starts a nuclear war, said Melvin Nathanson, a member of the Midwest Arms Control Project of the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations.

Nathanson, an associate professor of political science at SIU-C, spoke Wednesday, at Illinois Institute of Technology, the second part of the model U.N. lecture series on nuclear arms and SALT II.

FAA keeps results quiet

(Continued from Page 3)

said Wednesday.

As Effingham Airport worker said Tuesday, the University had no comment on the results.

Dispute leaves student injured

Six SIU-C students suffered minor injuries and were treated and released at the Carbondale Memorial Hospital following a dispute over a $1,000 cash donation and patrons at Second Chance, 213 E. Main, Wednesday morning.

Glen Carter was cut over the right ear of the head, "the worst" the victim estimated, in a fight with bar employees who were trying to get patrons to leave. Second Chance at closing time, police said. One witness said the victim was cut with eight to 10 other people when bar employees began pushing them to leave quicker.

The incident was reported to Carbondale police at 1:35 a.m. Police said Carter will file a complaint against bar employees in Carbondale Circuit Court. Carter’s attorney will make the complaint to a judge who will decide whether the facia are substantial enough for issuance of arrest warrants for bar employees, according to police.

Weather

Thursday sunny, high upper 50s to low 60s. Thursday night fair to low to mid 50s. Increasing cloudiness Friday, high low to mid 60s.

Carbondale police at 1:35 a.m. Police said Carter will file a complaint against bar employees in Carbondale Circuit Court. Carter’s attorney will make the complaint to a judge who will decide whether the facia are substantial enough for issuance of arrest warrants for bar employees, according to police.

Weather

Thursday sunny, high upper 50s to low 60s. Thursday night fair to low to mid 50s. Increasing cloudiness Friday, high low to mid 60s.

Carbondale police at 1:35 a.m. Police said Carter will file a complaint against bar employees in Carbondale Circuit Court. Carter’s attorney will make the complaint to a judge who will decide whether the facia are substantial enough for issuance of arrest warrants for bar employees, according to police.

Some employees are encouraged to consider the plan very carefully, it is not that great but it is better than not having any plan at all."
“Celebrating Ourselves,” a celebration with locally creative women, will be held from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. Thursday in the Wesley Community House, 810 St. Louis Ave. The program is free. No reservations are necessary.

The Office of International Education is planning a trip Nov. 17 through 21 to New Orleans. The trip will cost $85, including round-trip bus fare and hotel accommodations. Sign up by Nov. 1 in Woody Hall, B-106.

An “Alcohol Film Festival” for prize films dealing with alcohol use and abuse will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. Thursday in the Missouri Room. The films are sponsored by the Alcohol Education Project.

Applications for i.e. Sphynx Club are available in the Office of Student Development, third floor, Student Center. The club recognizes outstanding leadership, scholarship, community and campus service. Applicants must complete at least 60 hours of undergraduate work and have a 3.0 grade point average. Graduate students are also eligible. Applications must be returned by Nov. 5.

Dorothy Turrutu, visiting professor in English, will speak on “Is There Life Beyond the B.A.?” at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in Lawson 101. A lecture is sponsored by the English Graduate Organization and the New English Organization.

Southern Illinois Special Olympians, Inc. will sponsor a festival beginning at 10 a.m. Saturday at Evergreen Park. The festival will include arts and entertainment, refreshments, sports clinics for special olympics competitors and crafts from local workshops.

The First Baptist Church, Main and University Streets, will hold a fall bazaar from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday at the church. A soup and chili lunch will be served from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Baked goods, craft items and plants will be for sale.

The Environmental Education Association of Illinois will meet Nov. 3 through 4 at the Touch of Nature Environmental Center. The deadline for registration is Friday.

Warren W. Smith, assistant professor of community development, will present a paper titled, “Care Your Town, Suppose a Doctor?” at the annual meeting of the American Public Health Association Nov. 4-6 in New York City.

---

**Activities**

Students for Jesus Concert, 7 p.m., Ballrooms C and D.

Southern Illinois College of Nursing, meeting in the Henderson, meeting 7 p.m., Philosophy Club, meeting 5 p.m., Mackey Room.

Christian Unlimited, meeting 10 p.m., MacKow Room.

Career Planning and Placement, meeting 1 p.m., Olo Room.

Alcohol Education Project, meeting 3 p.m., Missouri Room.

Inter-Greek Council, meeting 9 p.m., Memorial Room.

Campus Journal Board, meeting 7 p.m., Mackow Room.

Continuing Education B.S.C., meeting 3 p.m., Olo Room.

Undergraduate Student Organization, meeting 7 p.m., Activity Room A.

Alpha Kappa Phi, meeting 7:30 p.m., Activity Room B.

Pensacola Student Organization, meeting 1 p.m., Activity Room B, Office of Student Development, meeting 11 p.m., Activity Room C.

Art Student League, meeting 3 p.m., Activity Room A.

Beta Lambda Sigma, meeting 11 p.m., Activity Room D.

Pro-Veterinary Club, meeting 7:30 p.m., Lawson 101.

Phi Kappa Phi, meeting 7:30 p.m., Activity Room C.

Society for Advancement of Black Students, meeting 7:30 p.m., Mauldin Room.

Ages Delta and National Honorary Society, meeting 6 p.m. Sallie Room.
Tankers to check progress in 1st meet

By David Gabrich  
Sports Writer  


Women's swimming Coach Rick Paratore has the makings of a con-

bination that can lead his team to go-

nding success.

"They're looking great," Powers said of his team. "We're working them. Everyone is pushing them.

Running, lifting weights and swimming. The work has been good. The team is in preparation for the opening meet on Saturday. The players Illinois 10 a.m. Saturday at the Recreation Building. It is one of the earliest openers ever for the team.

Powers said he is looking forward to the meet because it showed how much the team is benefiting from the work he has asked them to do. Everyone is working hard and the team is benefiting from that work.

Paratore said: "We have a hard team. We have a tough team. We have a team that is working hard."

Women's swimming schedule has been expanded with several teams,

some of which forfeited. "Teams which forfeit a game, we will bring in other teams. It will give us more practice time," Powers said.

"We're working hard," Powers said. "We're working two clubs. We're working two clubs for two weeks."

"We're working with ourimmers who have been working with us for two weeks. We're working with ourimmers who have been working with us for two weeks," Powers said.

"We're working with ourimmers who have been working with us for two weeks," Powers said.

Culpepper says: slow says

(Continued from Page 20)

some of the things they do," Culpepper said. "They worry about the same thing. Everyone talks about it."

Specifically, they are halfback Barbara Cerna, midfielder Maria Powers and forward Robin Cerna.

"They concern me a lot," Culpepper said. "They worry about the same thing. Everyone talks about it.""Some of the things they do," Culpepper said. "They worry about the same thing. Everyone talks about it."


Karen Paquin put the first try of the game across for four points. A score by Shannon Maundling at the end of the first half brought another 12.

In the second half, Paquin added another four to the score when she recovered a block in the end zone and plunged in for the try. Debbie Finesky

also must spend time writing letters to the captains of the forfeiting teams, notifying them of the forfeit.

When a team drops out of the tournament, officials' schedules must be written to give teams more practice time and money. The team that drops out of the tournament will lose its points.

"The main problem is not the extra work, but the disappointment of the teams that really want to play," Paratore said. "That's all about it."

"It's not if you win or lose, it's if you play the game."

The hunter boys

By The Associated Press  

FREDERICK, Md. (AP) -- The Chicago Bears' Ivy League graduate from Yale, Tuesday said he was "not putting too much pressure on us" to beat the Eagles.

"I think that's a good thing," he said. "I think that's a good thing.""I think that's a good thing."

With that in mind, Bear blasts mates

THE HUNTER BOYS  
FREIGHT SALVAGE STORE

CHRISTMAS WRAP………………./3 off  
CHRISTMAS CARDS………………/504  
"DISCO" BELTS, SILVER OF GOLD…….../2.50  
POWER-BEAM FLASHLIGHTS…………………/994  
4-5 DAILY  
RT. 31  
CLOSED SUNDAY  
NORTH OF CARBONDALE  
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COMPLETE NATURAL FOOD STORE IN  
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VOLUME DISCOUNTS  
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MR. NATURAL FOOD STORE  
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949-3324  
319 S. Illinois  
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MICHELOB SPECIAL  
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NOW OPEN AT 11:30 FOR LUNCH
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LADY CAGERS PLAN SCRAMMAGE

By Scott Stahmer
Staff Writer

A game within a game will be played Saturday night at the arena, when the SIU women's basketball team will play an intrasquad game during halftime of the exhibition game between the Chicago Hustle and St. Louis Street of the Women's Professional Basketball League.

Saluki Coach Cindy Scott said the game, which would be the team's first test of the 1999-2000 season, would be 15 minutes long.

"We've primarily doing this to expose the team to the public," Scott said. "It's an opportunity for the team to play an equal amount.

Playing for the white team will be Connie Erickson, 5-foot-7 guard from Morton Grove; Joyce Gallagher, 5-foot-4 guard from Chicago; Diane Ruby, 5-foot-7 forward from Joliet; Vicki Stafko, 5-foot-6 forward from Royalton; Sara Verderber, 5-foot-10 forward from Lincoln; Alondray Pabst, 5-foot-11 center from Memphis, Tenn.; and Kathy Patek, 6-foot center from Chicago.

Wearing Maroon will be Sandy Martin, 5-foot-4 guard from Lawrenceville; Beth Stephenson, 5-foot-4 guard from Leland; Lynne Williams, 5-foot guard from Costa Mesa, Calif.; Mary Boyse, 5-foot-10 forward from Libertyville; Leola Greer, 5-foot-10 forward from Fadnoch, Ky.; Kellye Rogers, 5-foot-11 forward from Bateville, Ark.; and Mary Teich, 4-foot-4 center from Peoria.

The game will be the SIU debut for seven of the Salukis: Erickson, Boyes, Schefer, Stephenson, Verderber and Kellye Rogers. All are freshmen, while Greer and Alondray Pabst are junior-college transfers. Gallagher, Martin, Pabst and Williams are returnees from last year's 20-6 team, which won the IAIAC championship and advanced to regional competition.

Scott said the team has looked good in pre-season practice, despite the loss of Sue Fabrici, last year's leading scorer and rebounder. She said that due to the new players, the junior-college transfers have shown the most rapid progress.

"The junior college players have been a little more physical and aggressive than the high school players," she said. "The freshmen are inexperienced, but have shown improvement.

Ticket information for the game, which will be the professional debut of former SIU cagers Bonnie Foley and Jeri Hoffman (both were drafted by St. Louis) can be obtained by calling the women's athletic office at 335-5666.

RICHARDS OUT

CHICAGO — Wide receiver Golden Richards of the Chicago Bears will undergo knee surgery next week to repair loose ligaments, and will probably be out of action for the rest of the National Football League season.

Richards, in his seventh professional season, injured the knee in the Bears' second game of the season.

By Gregg O'Hara
Student Writer

The intramural flag football and volleyball seasons reached the halfway point for most teams of Saluki athletes, however, the season is already over.

Many of the teams have dropped out of competition because any teams which forfeit a game must pay $20 per re-creation to order. Most teams don't want to register again.

In Division A: The Bulls beat the Purple People Eaters 27-7, 5-1; Southern Illinois University outgunned the Three by One, 12-3; The Outlaws downed the Fighting Irish, 7-1, 8-1; and the Fighting Irish outgunned Midtown, 7-1, 7-3.

In Division B contests: Cleats Don't Sweat the Small Stuff, 15-5, 15-2, 15-7; Next Level, 15-5, 15-2, 15-7; The Salvation Army, 15-5, 15-7, 15-4; The Crush, 15-5, 15-7, 15-5; and St. Louis University, 15-5, 15-7, 15-7.

And the IAAW, from last year, is still playing, but only five teams are left.
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Lady cagers plan scrimmage

By Scott Stahmer
Staff Writer
A game in a weekend game will be played Saturday night at the college, when the SIU women’s basketball team will play an intrasquad game during halftime of the exhibition game between the Chicago Hustle and Southern Illinois University. Coach Cindy Scott said the game, which would be the team’s first test of the season, would be 15 minutes long.

“We’re primarily doing this to expose the team to the public,” Scott said. “Everybody on the team will play an equal amount.”

Play’s for the White team will be Connie Erickson, 5-foot-7 guard from Norton Grove; Joyce Glaisher, 5-foot-4 guard from Champaign; Diane Ruby, 5-foot-4 forward from Libertyville; Vicki Stacko, 5-foot-6 forward from Royalton; Bush Verderber, 5-foot-10 forward from Beloit, Wis.; Alondray Rogers, 6-foot center from Franklin, Ill.

IM fall seasons reach halfway point

By Gregg Osborn
Student Writer
The flag football and volleyball seasons reached the halfway point this past weekend for some teams last week. For some, the season is already over.

Many of the teams have dropped out of competition because of injuries, which forces a game must pay a $5 fee in order to be reinstated. Most teams don’t bother to register again.

In Division A games: The Bulls beat the “Purple People Eaters” by forfeit, 15-0; Sodomy’s Children defeated the Three by One, 12-8; The Outlaw downed Memphis, Texas; and Kathy Pahl, 4-foot center from Chicago.

In Division B contests: Cleats Don’t Fall Missed dinner by the Night Hawks, 24-2; Maybe Next Time, 65-4; and Long Put Your Money on Us edged the Wright I Bulldogs, 13-12.

Now Comes Killer Time demolished the Pigeons, 38-4; Beatemites defeated Rangefly by 13-1 over the Smokers, 14-3; and Farewell to Grad eliminated the Booner Bangers, 10-9.


In co-rey play: Lust or Bust defeated the Veta Club, 15-7, 15-12; Zucchini Surprise downed Prehensile Freeman, 15-6, 15-4, and So What? needed three games to dispose of Twins, 12-11, 7-15, 15-12.
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Culpepper says NIU gridders ‘slow’

By David Galrick
Sports Editor

Pat Culpepper may not be known for his success in football, but he is known for his success in marketing. His team may not be the most dominant in the country, but they are known for running a fast, aggressive defense. Culpepper’s team has been consistently ranked in the top 25 in the nation, and his band has been known to start the season with a perfect record. The Huskies’ defense has been particularly impressive, allowing only 14 points per game.

In other news, the University of Illinois has fired its head coach, Lovie Smith, after a disappointing season. Smith led the Illini to a 1-11 record, their worst in over a decade. The firing comes just weeks after the team’s 35-14 loss to Ohio State, which many fans and experts had considered a top-10 team.

The Illini’s defense has been particularly ineffective, allowing over 40 points per game. The team’s quarterback, Wes Lunt, has struggled to find consistency, throwing 11 interceptions and only 1,000 yards.

Despite the struggles, Culpepper remains optimistic. "We’re a young team," he said. "We have a lot of potential, and we’re working hard to improve."

Spikers’ journey to be on TV

By Dr. Erik Smith
Sports Writer

Forfeits are frustrating, expensive to intramurals

By Rod Smith
Sports Editor

A forfeit is a penalty given to a team when it fails to meet the minimum number of players required to continue playing. A common cause for a forfeit is an injury that prevents a player from participating. In such cases, the team is considered to have fewer players than the opposing team, and the game is discontinued. Additionally, an injury can sometimes lead to a decision to play a non-official game, such as practice or exhibition games, which can have implications for team eligibility and scheduling.

Forfeits are a significant issue for intramural programs, as they can lead to financial losses and decreased participation. Many intramural programs rely on fees and participation to fund their operations, and forfeits can result in a loss of revenue. Additionally, forfeits can negatively affect team morale and community relations, as they can lead to perceptions of unfairness and inequity.

Ruggers host All Ghouls tourney

By Dave Hanes
Sports Writer

The rugby team will host its annual Halloween tournament on Saturday. The tournament is open to all players, regardless of skill level, and will feature games against a variety of teams from across the country.

The tournament will begin at 10 a.m. with games scheduled throughout the day. The winner will be determined by a combination of points scored and the overall performance of the team. The tournament is a fun and exciting way to celebrate the holiday and enjoy some friendly competition.

The tournament will feature games against teams from Southern Illinois University, Northwestern University, and the University of Illinois.

The tournament is open to all players, regardless of skill level, and will feature games against a variety of teams from across the country. The tournament will begin at 10 a.m. with games scheduled throughout the day. The winner will be determined by a combination of points scored and the overall performance of the team. The tournament is a fun and exciting way to celebrate the holiday and enjoy some friendly competition.